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From the Editorial desk ...
Here we come again! This second issue of the newsletter focuses
on the most testing issue of a business school – the final
placement. The lead story is accompanied by Student Speak in
which we have placed students gushing on their work and
organization. We have also introduced a new segment named
Snippets which covers all the little things that make our life
big.
We are delighted to report that the first issue released in January
brought warm and enthusiastic response from all quarters which
fortifies our determination to improve ourselves with every issue.
Happy reading!
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Placement 2016
PGDM Batch 2014-16

It was that time of the year again when companies flocked to
the campus with offers to pick out the best minds of the lot. It
was that time again when dreamy, romantic eyes anxiously
waited for their dream companies to come. They had
prepared hard before joining the beeline and soon it was time
to end the long wait.

The season of madness usually begins early in the winter
preceding graduation and it was no different this year with the
first recruiter landing up in the campus in November 2015
heralding the process for the PGDM Batch 2014-16. The buzz
went on for weeks and months. Be it classroom, cafeteria or
the hostel common rooms, talks about placement filled the air
– which firms have come? Who have been shortlisted? Who
bagged offers? The list is endless.

The early rounds itself saw whooping number of 103 out of a
total of 151 students getting picked while some others opted
out of the process to pursue entrepreneurial
ambitions. List
of companies that thronged the campus in the first phase
includes: Kotak Securities, JK Tyres, Kotak Bank, Bisleri, S&P
Global Market Intelligence, India Bulls, Idea Cellular, Cames
Wellness, Nearbuy, ICICI Securities, M Square, Godrej
Properties, Kent RO, Kurlon, Saint
Gobain, 99 Acres,
Decathlon, Matrix, HDFC Bank, Directi, Alembic Pharma to
name a few.
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Placement tips for aspirants
of the next winter Laying the Foundation – Though Aptitude Test, Group Discussion and
Interview are the hurdles that have to be crossed to secure a job after
the program, the preparation should start along with regular course
work, i.e, from the first semester itself. No amount of smart talk at the
interview can compensate for lack of subject knowledge and general
awareness.

“The best preparation

Perfecting the Resume – Keep your resume updated. Invite comments
from colleagues, relatives and teachers. If you have prior work
experience get references and recommendations from ex-employers.
Resume should be customized keeping in mind the job description.
Aptitude Test – If you are good at number crunching, you can have a
ball but for those who despised Mathematics in school it’s time to gear
up. Rigorous practice of the fundamentals while adhering to the time
slot is the key to clearing this round. You can start practicing from the
various books available in the market for AT which can help you climb
up the ladder.

for tomorrow
is doing your
best today ”

Group Discussion – A word of caution, great content will not guarantee
success if you have poor presentation skills and managerial skills. Be
abreast of current affairs and participate rigorously in class room GD.

H. Jackson Brown Jr.
American Author

Interview – Last leg of the selection process where time comes to
stand still and it’s your last chance to bell the cat. A few things to keep
in mind before the D-day –
 Rehearse well before sitting in front of interview panel in order to
control the interview.
 Listen carefully to the questions asked before answering.
 Eliminate unconscious fillers from your speech like “Uhhs” and
“Umms”.
 Rehearse well before sitting in front of interview panel in order to
control the interview.
 Check your appearance – dress, hair, accessories, and footwear.
 Don’t forget to greet and thank! It shows courtesy.
 Keep non-verbal under control – body movement, tone and
volume of voice.
 Be enthusiastic, admit mistakes.
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Student Speak on Placement
Journey from College to Corporate
Enjoy each and every moment of the college days!
By Sourabh Kumar Panigrahi

I was on cloud nine when even while in the third semester I was selected by the first company that visited the campus. It
was JK Tyres, a dream company for many job aspirants. There were five others who were selected by the same
company.
My selection was an achievement. My parents were proud of me. Finally I got my joining date. Our training was
scheduled at a 5 star hotel – Crown Plaza – in Delhi. It was a great feeling to be treated as VIP by the hotel staff.
Then followed our induction, we went to Chennai plant of JK Tyres and studied the tyre manufacturing process. It was
learning coupled with fun. A get together was arranged for us in the evening. It was a pool side party where we were
served with delicious food and variety of beverages.
During induction we were allocated different locations for on job training. I was assigned Chhattisgarh (Raipur) as my
work place. It was the beginning of a new experience - staying in a rented apartment, attending meetings in office,
staying awake till late morning, monthly closing and attending different training sessions and motivational workshops has become a part of my life. Finally the D-day arrived, for which we had been waiting patiently. The last day of the
month when our accounts jingled and sms beeped to declare the credited salary.
We have moved on in life but wait for reunion with friends. Although corporate placement is an important event of our
life but college days are the most beautiful days. I urge all my juniors to enjoy each and every moment of the college
days because we know how we felt while leaving it…
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Friends
By Shilpa Parwal

We are taking different bends,
I know it’ll be hard
We were good friends,
And now, ripped apart

I remember the good days we had,
Throughout two long years
Together we were when sad
Even when in tears

But now, it’s all changed,
We can’t be together anymore
No more notebooks to exchange
Or laughter to adore

No more inside jokes to hear,
Or gossips in the hall
Now, we have a different life to rear
And, that’s the worst of them all.

I will never forget these times my dear,
And, how a smile made our day
UWSB has given us memories to cheer,
But alas we have to move out in May.
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Making the Cut
By Payel Bramha

Kotak Securities Ltd was the first company operating in my specialization domain that visited the campus in this
placement season. Like other batch mates specializing in Finance, I too was keen to bag an offer and was equally
nervous. Though we had been preparing for just such opportunities ever since we started with the management
program, the selection process at Kotak was daunting. We were also conscious of the fact that the competition was not
only among the students of our college but at the national level because Kotak draws its employees from across the
country. In the event, I and three others from the college made the cut.
Kotak Securities is a subsidiary and the stock broking and distribution arm of Kotak Mahindra Bank. Like any other
broking firm it is also a corporate member of both the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) and the National Stock Exchange of
India (NSE) and regulated by SEBI. The stock broker offers services such as share trading, derivatives trading, mutual
funds, IPO, Exchange Traded Funds, Currency Derivatives, Tax Free Bonds, Portfolio Management, Stock Lending and
Borrowing and Interest Rate Futures. The USP of Kotak Securities is their product Stock Lending and Borrowing
Mechanism (SLBM). NSE has given this right to a few brokers and Kotak Bank, Citibank, JM Financial, Edelweiss are few of
them. It is the only risk free income in the stock market that a customer can get from its broker when there is a change
of price in the cash and future segment through a process known as reverse arbitrage.
My role in the Kotak Securities is to identify and acquire new customers from the HNI segment and cater to their needs
and requirements. I provide day to day advisory to the existing customer, recommend whether to buy, sell, reduce or
acquire stocks, update them about the appreciation or depreciation in their portfolio and also enlighten them to clear all
inhibitions about the equity market.
With a degree in Communicative English during Graduation and Science at the intermediate level, entering into the stock
market or any financial institution was not an easy task. Initially in the first few months of PGDM program, I faced
difficulties in coping with Financial Management as a subject since it was an entirely new area, but the constant support
and help from the professors of UnitedWorld School of Business and few friends with Commerce background, I was
eventually encouraged to take up Finance as my specialization and managed to score well in the exams. I also did my
internship in the same sector -- at DCB Bank -- where the two months experience gave me a view on how the Banking
industry works. Only after that my confidence grew to pursue specialization in Finance.
Prior joining the company I had inhibitions about how the whole equity market works since my knowledge on the market
was largely academic except for the internship exposure. However due to the guidance in all possible ways from my
teachers in UWSB and my seniors in Kotak securities, I am managing to do quite well in this early days of my job.
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Changing from East to West
By Sutapa Mandal

Summer of 2014, I got confirmation of the fact that it is time to leave my City of Joy – Kolkata – and design a new life in
Ahmedabad at UnitedWorld School of Business. With no idea of what the future would bring along, I embraced the
change – from East of the country to the West, from a regional culture dominated college to a cosmopolitan
environment and from the parental-control at home to self-regulation of hostel life.
Days passed by, semesters passed by, festivals too, and one fine day I realized there has been another change. From
wanting to do many little things, I have changed to having a singular desire to become a successful HR professional. I
therefore had no hesitation in choosing my area of specialization. The first company that came for campus recruitment
in HR domain was SNL Financial. After grueling rounds of selection process, I was offered appointment. It was a
momentous occasion for me that made all the change I had gone through worthwhile.
However more change was awaiting me. Due to organization restructuring at the global level, SNL Financial changed into
S&P Global Market Intelligence. We had read about change management and were taken through case studies on
famous international mergers and acquisitions but never imagined that I would be operating right inside one such global
event. After I got placed, SNL Financial was integrated with S&P Capital IQ to form this new entity. The change is of
course not only in name. Along with it, we are now experiencing change and adaptation in several fields including those
related to software, compensation and operating style. While along with my colleagues, I am struggling to cope with the
change, the process is surely providing me with invaluable experience. Commenting on the development, our President
Mike Chinn had said that “The announcement is a galvanizing moment for our division, and I’m excited about the growth
and opportunities that lay ahead.” He spoke not only for himself but on behalf of all of us in the organization everywhere
in the world.
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A Date with Entrepreneurship
Underlining the thought of Walt Disney “If you can dream it, you can do it” UWSB decided to organize a seminar on How
to Start a Business on 21st January for the students of PGDM and BBA. As many as five reputed and seasoned speakers
were invited who drew before the students a vivid and realistic image of starting a new venture. The seminar dealt with
the various aspects that go into starting a new business.
The seminar began with a welcome address by the Dean of UnitedWorld School of Business, Prof. Manas Chakravarty,
followed by the felicitation of the guests with a bouquet and memento.

Dr.Dinesh Awasthi

Mr. Maan Singh

Mr. Naresh Bhardwaj
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The first speaker, Dr. Dinesh Awasthi - former Director of EDI, thoroughly expounded how to Judge the Strength &
Differentiation of a Business Idea.
The next speaker Mr. Naresh Bhardwaj, founder of Racoon.in, illustrated the various Challenges Faced by a Young
Entrepreneur and How to Face them.
Elaborating on the subject of Feasibility Report & Business Plan from the Perspective of a Bank, Mr. Man Singh, Asst.
General Manager - SBI, gave a deeper insight as to how a bank facilitates and encourages entrepreneurship.
The fourth speaker was Mr. Bikram Mahajan, Managing Partner - Alpha Capital, who shed light on The Role of an
External Investor in a Start-up.
The series of sessions came to an end with an informative account by Mr. Hiranya Vyas, Trainer at ISTD, on The Support
of Government extended to start-ups through various government agencies.

Mr.Hiranya Vyas

Mr.Bikram Mahajan
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Industry Visit
BBA students batch 2015-18, visited Havmor Ice Cream Limited on 12th February. ‘Havmor’ is a 70 year old renowned
name in Gujarat. From a handcart, it has grown into a delicious facet of daily life of a large part of Western India. It
reaches out through more than 20,000 outlets across Gujarat, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. The
Company has state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities which are ISO 22000:2005 and HACCP certified with the capacity
to produce 200,000 liters of ice cream per day.
During the course of the visit, students were exposed to the ice cream manufacturing process, explained the significance
of Raw Material and Quality Testing, and difference between Real Ice Cream and Frozen Dessert. Students also visited
the storage area where Ice Cream is kept at a temperature below minus 20 degrees.
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Chronicling the Chronicle
Launch Event of Newsletter
The journey of a thousand miles begins with one step and the first step was taken on 21st January, 2016 when
UnitedWorld school of Business launched its quarterly e-newsletter amidst great enthusiasm.
First issue of the e-newsletter carried warm messages from the Managing Director, UnitedWorld Group of Institutions,
Mr. Ritesh Hada; Mentor, UnitedWorld School of Business, Prof. Jayanta Sengupta; Director Academics, UnitedWorld
School of Business, Dr. Bhuvneswhwar Gupta and Dean, UnitedWorld School of Business, Prof. Manas Chakavarty.
A comprehensive record of the events, e-newsletter talked about Convocation Ceremony of PGDM Batch 2013-15,
management week, foreign session experts, co-curricular events, social and sports events and the initiatives of Cognate
Club – club organized by the students of BBA. The issue also provided the opportunity to graduating students to pour
their talents in the form of Poetic Reminiscences by Mr. Balbeer Singh Charan and Interview with Batch Topper
Ms. Kaizeen Sutaria.
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Co-curricular Events
C-C Mantra for Success by Mr. Debashish Biswas on 10th February
Mr. Biswas serves as Country Head - India with Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants. With a professional experience spanning over 23
years, Mr. Biswas specializes at general management functions and
leadership roles in large scale organizations at national and international
settings. He started the session with lively interaction titled It’s My Life and
then went on to share a few success mantras of his life wherein he focused
on Confidence and Competence the most.

The Changing Indian Consumer by Mr. Sanjay Badhe on 29 th February
A consultant in the field of marketing, branding, retailing and retail related
strategies, Mr. Badhe talked about the Traditional and Modern Retailing
Concepts, major changes witnessed by the Retail Industry in the last decade
and creative and unique strategies used by international and national
retailers to entice consumers to the store.

The Stock Market and You by Mr. Deepak Mohoni on 2nd March
Founder of Trendwatch (India) Pvt.Ltd, Mr. Mohoni explained the concepts of
Efficient Market Hypothesis and Random Walk Theory and Portfolio
Management Theory. Emphasis was also laid on the types of investments –
Active and Passive. Active investment is further classified into long term and
short term whereas passive investment was divided into EFT, Mutual Funds
and other equity related products. He also explained the difference between
trading and investment.
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Team Building Cricket League by Ms. Falguni Patel on 16th March
The biggest challenge faced by any organization is to increase productivity & efficiency day after day, despite the
inevitable changes in the team. No wonder, leaders invest their time and resources to build capacity & create strong
bonds in these teams through various off-site activities. As a part of Life Skills session, Team Building Cricket League
was
conceptualized to sensitize the students about different personality types, varied skills sets and team formation.
The initial exercise was to form teams within the class. Random selection through roll number was done to avoid any
favoritism and bias. This was their first lesson in understanding that ‘Team members will not be as per your choice’.
On 16th March 2016, selected teams played competitive cricket against the teams from their own classes. It was
interesting to notice the enthusiasm among all the teams. To ensure that they formed a unique bond through dressing,
they all came in their Team colour code T- shirts. The captain (Team leader) had to identify the team strengths and
weaknesses and strategies the techniques to win the match (goal). The task was bigger as they had some team
members who did not know how to play cricket (lack of skill) and some who had diverse personalities.
The second lesson learnt here was “Not all team members will be skilled. You have to make the most of the available
resources and still focus on achieving success”
During the cricket match, they faced integrity and ethical issues. While some faced the anger and aggression of few
team members, others resorted to use humour and dissipate the tension. It was a perfect set-up of future life lessons
for the students while they witnessed their third lesson for life -“People will react in different ways to different
situations. To achieve success in life, you need to stay focused and calm”
The exercise helped participants to increase bonding within their team members and reach to a high performing team
level while they witnessed all four stages of team formation through this Team Building Cricket League.
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Social Events
Kai Po Che – January 2016
Kai Po Che (Uttarayan), an event organized by Cognate Club, invited fifty specially abled children from Sadvichar Parivar
Viklang Punrvas Kendra,Uvarsad to participate in the kite festival on 13th January. Chief Guest of the event was Mrs.
Ruju Desai (fitness expert and nutritionist).
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Social Events
Republic Day – January 2016
Celebrated every year with spontaneous enthusiasm, Dr. Bhuvneshwar Gupta unfurls the national flag while
Prof. Manas Chakravarty and students stand in attention

Saraswati Puja – February 2016
Goddess Saraswati is the goddess of learning, wisdom, knowledge, fine arts, refinement, science and technology.
Students worship Goddess Saraswati to attain enlightenment through knowledge and to rid themselves of lethargy,
sluggishness and ignorance.
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Social Events
Visit by Katrina Kaif and Aditya Kapoor – February 2016

Farewell Party for PGDM Batch 2014-16 – February 2016
Time to say goodbye! Students of PGDM batch 2014-16 were given a farewell by their juniors on 24th January at Encore
Disc in Ahmedabad.
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Social Events
Fine Dine (Organized by Cognate Club) – February 2016
Cognate Club organized gala lunch for all the staff of the campus

Flash Mob by PGDM Batch 2014-16 – March 2016
Flashmob is the latest trend in the field of marketing where a group of people assemble together and dance to a tune.
Since dance and music is a universal language, audience or the bystanders automatically get drawn to it. Nothing is
more eyeballs grabbing than music and dance. Many companies are using flashmob for enhancing the spirit of the
organization and the values they stand for. It is now being widely used for building awareness for social causes and
branding activities. The event was organized by Ms.Priyanka Nair( Marketing Faculty) and choreographed by Smita Datta
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Social Events
Visit by Alia Bhatt and Siddharth Malhotra – March 2016

Prom Night (Organized by Cognate Club) – March 2016

Prom King – Virendra Pal Chauhan

Prom Queen – Ayushi Singh Dikshit
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Sporting Events
Cricket Match - 2016
Total number of Teams – 15
Winners – Fortune Fighter (UWSB Batch 2014-16)
Tem Members – Savan Sorathiya (Captain), Harsh Sharma,
Jay Shah, Rishab Mehta, Sapan Mehta, Harsh Patel, Bharat
Singh Sisodia, Chandan Dubey, Sourav Polley, Ajay Malvia,
Pappu Raj Singh
Runner Up Team – BDS Internship (KSD)
Team Members – Savan Patel, Ravi Mewa, Deep Shah,
Ronak Patel, Dhruvraj Chauhan, Devang Patel, Nishant Bhariya, Chirag Talaviya, Karan Chaudhary, Chirag Raval

Tug-of-War – March 2016
Total Number of Teams – 10
Winners (Boys) – UWSB Batch 2015-17
Team Members – Samir Mehta, Angad Bajwa, K Hariram,
Naveen, Praveen Choudhary, Aashihs Kalya, Ajay Malviya,
Bhrat Sisodia
Winners (Mixed – Girls and Boys) - UWSB Batch 2015-17
Team Members – Raksha Raval, Pooja Chiraniya, Disha
Modi, Monika Verma, Harsh Patadiya, Hiten Rajput,
Kapidhawaj, Vikash Dadhich, Gunjan, Harish Kumar
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Sporting Events
Volley Ball – March 2016
Total Number of Teams – 10
Winners – United 6 (PGDM Batch 2014-16)
Team Members – Mordhwaj Singh Rathore, Sawan Sorathiya, Kumar
Thapa,Niranjan Orang, Ronak Vinayaka, Herish Jivani, Lokesh Javandhiya,
Ripan Biswas
Runner Up – Furious 6 (UWSL)
Team Members – Aakash Nayak, Manthan Soni, Rachit Shukla, Nishant Kalal, Raj Soni, Kunal Soni, Manav Vardiwale,
Param Vyas

Kabadi – March 2016
Total Number of Teams – 6
Winners – UWSB PGDM Batch 2015-17
Team Members – Bharat Singh Sisodiya, Ajay Malvia,
Kapidhwaj,
Praveen Choudhary, Aashish Kalya, K Hariram, Navin kumar, Samir
Mehta
Runner Up Team - Brave Hearts (BBA + UID)
Team Members – Shijod Chandran, Sanket Shinte, Ronak
Vairamohan, Vipul Kalal, Nishant Kala, Yash Seth, Aniruddha
Mahanta

Chess – March 2016

Number of Players – 15
Winner – Manav Mardiwala (UWSL)
Runner Up – Sanket (UID)
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Snippets
Adieu: Ms. Pooja Kuwar on 14th March
On 14th March, 2016 we bade goodbye to one of our assets, a competent young professor,
Ms. Pooja Kuwar.
A rich amalgamation of qualification and experience, Ms. Kuwar had been associated with the B-school for last
one and half years during which she taught Marketing and Retail to the students of PGDM. We wish her good
luck for her future endeavors in Canada.

Pre-Holi Thank You Note Celebration on 23rd March
On 23rd March, 2016 UWSB resonated with emotion as faculty and
students
expressed their feelings towards one another as part of
Pre-Holi Thank You Note
Celebration. Colorful Thank You cards with warm messages were exchanged. Students
gave cards to teachers, to their fellow mates and cards were also exchanged in the staff
room as a mark of love and respect.

Paper Presentation by students on 19th March
Students of PGDM Batch 2015-17 presented papers in a UGC sponsored National Seminar
on - Physical Education and Sports: Scientific Approach at M.K. Amin Arts & Science College and
College of Commerce, M.S University Baroda. Ms. Baishali Bhattacharjee and Mr. Bhautik Soni
presented a paper entitled Managing Sports Event: Emerging Area for Management.Ms. Jhilum
Basu and Mr. Bishal Singh
presented a paper entitled Yoga: A New Approach to Stress
Management

Mr. Suraj Kumar Singha secured second place in paper presentation at Nirvaadh, IIM Ranchi in
February 2016. Mr. Siddharth Banerjee was a finalist at the event Metamorphosis at Vista 2015 in IIM
Bangalore.

Papers Published by Prof. Gurmeet Singh
Determinants of Foreign Institutional Investor’s Investment in India, published in Anvesak.
How do Foreign Direct Investment and Growth Interact in India, published in FOCUS: Journal of International
Business.
Volatility Modelling and Forecasting for NIFTY Stock Returns, published in NMIMS: Management Review.
Determinants of Insurance Product Performance in India, published in University Journal of Research

The Editorial Team wishes all readers who celebrate their
birth anniversary during this quarter

May the early morning sun
Shine on your birthday.
A gentle breeze caress you,
As you go along life’s way.
We wish you wealth and happiness
As the day comes into view,
And may each hour be blessed
With friendships fond and true.
May your dreams all be fulfilled;
You achieve your every goal;
And at the ending of the day,
May peace touch your heart and soul.

